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economic situation continued to be depressing. She had represen-
tatives on the economic and other committees and sub-committees
of the League at Geneva, and on September 23 Zawadzki, her
Finance Minister, delivered an address in the Economic
Committee, of which he was Chairman, on the economic problems
of the day, and spoke frankly of Poland's hard fight with her own
financial and economic crisis, which, however, would be won,
he maintained, by sustained and patient effort. He urged the
stabilization of the exchanges as a help to international recovery.
NEW PARLIAMENT OPENS
President Moscicki had summoned the new Parliament to meet in
its first session on October 4—not a regular but an extraordinary
session, to take the oath and to make regulations for its work.
In the Seym, Slawek, as Prime Minister, read the President's
message, which was partly a eulogy of Pilsudski and partly an
exhortation to the deputies to be inspired by Pilsudski's example.
After it, Slawek stated Moscicki directed that Zeligowski, as the
oldest deputy present, should take the chair while the deputies
were taking the oath; next came the election of a Speaker, and
Car was chosen. In the evening all the deputies and Senators
went by train to Cracow to prostrate themselves in homage before
the tomb of Pilsudski.
Two days previously Moscicki, as Chief of the State, had another
of the small important conferences at the Zamek which had become
a main factor in his government of the country. This conference
was attended by Slawek, Koscialkowski, Minister of the Interior,
Beck, back from Geneva, and Rydz-Smigly; Kwiatkowski,
former Minister of Commerce, who was on a visit to the President,
was also present. Beck gave an account of what had taken place
at Geneva, and described the international situation. Then the
conference turned to the consideration of the economic situation
of the country—since June several economic conferences had
been held, in which Kwiatkowski, with Prystor, had taken a
leading part—and Rwiatkowski was asked to fonniilate a plan
which would deal comprehensively with Poland's financial and

